Configurable building controls system for smarter buildings.
For Light Commercial Building Controls

Enterprises have more options to reduce costs and increase control of HVAC, refrigeration and lighting equipment. Verasys™ is a new plug-and-play control system with less complexity and more capabilities. It streamlines installation, commissioning, and servicing, and provides access to critical data — when you need it and where you need it — to help facilities perform at peak levels.
Verasys provides a simple user experience with configurable controllers (without tools), creating the first plug-and-play experience integrating HVACR equipment and controls for a certified system that’s compliant for energy efficient operations.

Making buildings smarter by optimizing equipment.

The Verasys control system leverages smart equipment technology from any manufacturer. Verasys is a straightforward, easy way to control and optimize single-site and multi-site enterprises. All mechanical equipment seamlessly connect to it and self-identify without requiring any special programming tools. As a result, you can take advantage of a new level of insight into building operations, and provide facilities that better serve occupants.

Smart, integrated control. Simplified and supported.

Verasys gives users remote access over a secure internet connection. Plus, optional fault detection and diagnostics deliver alarm notifications immediately via email or text, and user-friendly graphics provide easy access to critical facility information to help minimize the risk of unplanned downtime and costly repairs. You can take advantage of predictive technologies solutions that deliver the quality and value your enterprise requires.

Enhanced energy efficient control for smaller commercial buildings allow for an even higher energy class according to the EN15232. The advantage is that a facility owner can move from an average class D to a class A. The key to this efficiency is demand control, where the consumer spaces/rooms send the energy demands signals/requirements to the heating/cooling equipment. Matching the demand side and the supply side guarantees an energy efficient system overall.

Whether it’s one site, or one thousand, Verasys provides an advanced level of control flexibility, including scheduling, alarming, setpoints, custom trending, and more. It communicates using BACnet® MSTP, so Verasys is expandable to any BACnet® compliant system. And it works with third-party package equipment for greater application flexibility and to protect existing investments.

Remote connectivity and notification any time and anywhere.
Leveraging Smart Equipment from Johnson Controls.

Smart Equipment from Johnson Controls identifies embedded equipment that has advanced technology and smarts already embedded. Verasys takes full advantage of our Smart Equipment technology. It provides real-time performance data. No programming or commissioning tools. No engineering required. Just plug-and-play.

The primary benefit of Smart Equipment is that it already has controls embedded by the manufacturer. This means it can connect seamlessly to controls systems like Verasys. It uses on-board controls to support data analytics, including fault detection, to support proactive maintenance and minimize downtime. Plus, control products/devices that are capable of controlling equipment without a supervisory controller provide a user interface experience. This allows it to self-discover and/or communicate with other Smart Equipment. In short, Smart Equipment helps maximize control for greater efficiency, extended equipment life and reduced operating costs.

To see how you can take advantage of Smart Equipment, visit www.getsmartequipment.com.

Built-in comfort and efficiency.

Verasys helps enable a smarter building which means more comfort, productivity and efficiency. Verasys connects you to data streams from smart controls in rooftop units, chillers, heat pumps, fan coils, zone dampers, refrigeration systems, lighting panels and more. Data can be accessed anywhere, at any time, from any mobile device. This unprecedented, real-time access to critical information ensures energy efficiency and lower operating costs throughout the building’s lifecycle so you can identify issues before they result in unplanned downtime. This extends equipment life.

You also have the opportunity to save operating costs and simplify access to smart technology with Verasys, a complete buildings controls system that provides near real-time analysis of facility health and performance for optimal uptime. This includes access to a technologically advanced family of controllers which are configurable (no programming or tools needed), and access to a library with a vast array of applications that provides versatility and expandability.

A smarter way to transform your business.

Verasys provides the means, capabilities and reliable products to deliver leading-edge, end-to-end control technology to building owners. You get the best value and optimized building environments that support enterprise needs to increase productivity, efficiency, and maximize energy and cost savings.

“Control with confidence.”
Plug and play control system to manage smart buildings.

In a single building, or across an entire enterprise, Verasys offers a new kind of plug-and-play controls solution. Through an advanced yet intuitive user interface, it delivers a higher level of building control intelligence that optimizes building ecosystems, resulting in a building that better serves its occupants.

See your local authorized Johnson Controls distributor for all the details or visit

www.verasyscontrols.com/Europe